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Katharina Morgan-Schmid
From Schuepfheim: El Paso, Texas, 1918
Presumed Spy Affair
by Frederick Schmid

In 1918, a female from Entlebuch, Switzerland who ·a already been living abroad for several ye s-;-including time in he
ended her journey with a trip in the
s. She had intended to
return to her homeland, Switzerlan , start
amily, and write a book
about the fascinating continent of Nort America.
Unfortunately, at the American-Mexican border in El Paso,
Texas, her plans were interrupted. She happened to get in contact with
some American soldiers. Soon afterwards she was arrested as a German
spy. Her desperate cry for · ~ f m Switzerland cti9 no reach Swiss

seahe

[

authorities for a long ti
, and o
sporadic y, and co
was forced to endure a m
npleasant ordea · exas. T, e FBI k pt
her locked up. Even after she was released on bond and set
, nd all
the charges were dropped, she was mostly ignored by the Swiss government and cut off from her relatives. She felt ignored and abandoned,
and in her desperation married a sympathetic1 understanding American.
Only once, in May 1921, did she visit her old native country. In her
family, her story was taboo, and thus for decades
-------------remained untold .

Introduction
In 2008, Ruth Koch-Maeder, a member of
roached
me and asked if I knew anything about the case of atharin Morgan
Schmid? 1 Yes, I said, she went to the USA and ha
1

Central Switzerland Society for Family Genealogy.
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She was the step-cousin of my grandfather. Mrs. Koch was exuberant.
Finally, she had located a member of the Schmid family that she was
searching for and whom she needed to put together this puzzle. Then,
if my memory serves me correctly, she stated that Katharina MorganSchmid was in prison in the United States! In her family, no one was
allowed to know or talk about it. She asked if she could send me some
documentation .2
Subsequently, at home I checked on what I had written about
this Kathy. My great-aunt, knowledgeable about family history, did
write a post obituary in 1982 concerning her step-cousin in the Entlebucher newspaper. In addition, there were several verbal comments.
Personal notes recorded were as follows: "She (Kathy) took her future into her own hands, and traveled at the early age of 16 to Paris,
and later to England, in order to learn the two foreign languages really well. She was eventually welcomed into an American family with
many children, where she served as a governess. This family greatly
appreciated her good work and skills, to such an extent that she decided
to go to America in order to re-join this family.
The trip was initially booked on the doomed voyage of the
Titanic. However, due to a severe headache of the lady of the house,
the reservation was cancelled. And so the family luckily escaped the
tragedy of the Titanic disaster. With the knowledge and the blessing of
her parents, Katharina made the trip to the United States at a later date,
and joined the family she was with in England and stayed with them for
several years as a dutiful nurse and governess.
In 1919, Katharina married Eddy Morgan, an American police
officer. Happily married, they raised four children together. In this particular segment of the story, there is that sad description about the shipwreck
of the Titanic, but nothing about prison or spy allegations. Concerning
this latter matter, later on I did finally find a related note: "Why Kathy was

2
The following is the version as cited: Koch-Maeder. All English documents
were translated in German language. The translation of the American court documents
are in general by Franz J. Partmann. The others Ruth Koch-Maeder translated herself,
and these were unobtrusively edited by the author. The German language letters to
Elisabeth , Katharina's favorite sister, are only slightly edited : obvious mistakes were
corrected , punctuation marks completed and abbreviations deleted .
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officer. Happily married, they raised four children together. In this particular segment of the story, there is that sad description about the shipwreck
of the Titanic, but nothing about prison or spy allegations. Concerning
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2
The fo llowing is the version as cited: Koch-Maeder. All English documents
were translated in German language. The translatio n of the American court documents
are in genera l by Franz J. Portmann. The others Ruth Koch-Maeder translated herself,
and these were unobtrusive ly edited by the author. The German language letters to
Eli sabeth , Kath arin a's favorite sister, are only slightly edited: obvious mistakes were
corrected , punctuation marks completed and abbrev iations deleted.
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in prison, I don't know, but I do know that she was innocent."
Ruth Koch did meticulous research and documented the whole
story about Katharina. Dozens of e-mails to officials, archives, offices,
and private persons made it possible to find all those leads. An important help was her cousin, Franz J. Partmann, who facilitated the connection for Ruth to the American court documents in El Paso. In addition to the English version for the Morgan family in Texas, she also
wrote a version in German. A printed version of this introduction and
all copies of the many items of correspondence have been in my possession for quite a while. Ruth Koch-Maeder was relieved to meet me
and to share the details of Katy's story. Moreover, she was delighted
that I agreed to serve as the caretaker of the documents.
This story was very emotional and close to her heart. After one
hundred years, the privacy protection has been lifted. It is the story of
a self-determined, curious, integrated, and because of those qualities,
a somewhat na"ive young woman. In addition , it is the heart-wrenching
story of spy hysteria, laziness of officials , bureaucracy, a lack of comprehension of her situation, insults to her pride, and the secrecy surrounding this story. A story of an immigrant of a different kind.

Indication of the Historical Time Frame
In April 1815, as Katharina Schmid began her journey to travel
to the United States, the first World War had already broken out, and
on April 22 nd , 1915, three days before her arrival in Boston, the Germans used nerve gas for the first time on a battlefield. President Wilson
stayed out of the war for a long time. Other than the German communities, everyone was obviously sympathetic to the British.
An important reason why President Wilson on April 6 th , 1917
entered the First World War, was the Zimmerman telegram. "In a coded
message, the Germans proposed an alliance with Mexico in the war
against the United States, promising to give Mexico financial help and
support in order to gain back territories lost to the United States." 3

3

www.nzz.ch/international/amerikanischer-eintritt-in-den-ersten-weltkrieg-dergrosse-krieg-der-usa-ld. 154708 (11.05.2017)
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Simultaneously, just at that moment, Katharina Schmid began
the unlucky phase of her life. There, in America, at that time , the spy
alert was intense. Almost at the same time as the war ended on November 11 th , 1918, Katharina Schmid was released from prison, and all spy
charges against her were dropped, thus ending her nightmare and ordeal.

Sequence of Events of the
Time up until her Arrest
October Yh, 1905: In Schuepfheim a citizenship certificate for the peasant girl Katharine Schmid was issued. 4 At the time, she was only 16
years and nine months old. Shortly afterwards for the first time she
traveled to a foreign country to Paris, France. Since she was denied
entrance to a teachers college, she wanted to take her destiny into her
own hands. Not much concrete is known about her for the next few
years , other than that she spent most of those years abroad. She made
only sporadic visits to Switzerland for extended periods of time. She
spent most of this time in England where she became fluent in German,
French, English, and some Spanish. 5
April 14 th , 1912: Titanic disaster. As previously mentioned in this story,
Katharina's host family had a booking on the Titanic, but did not board
the ship. That information turned out to be incorrect based on the following information, or it might have been from a time before Katharina
knew her host family. There she got to know the family of Dr. Thomas
Kenney from Worchester, Massachusetts.
April 61h, 1915: A passport was issued in Lucern in her name for
three years. Immediately, she traveled to Genoa, Italy, where the ship
Canopic departed on April 8th • On the ship's passenger list , she is listed
as Katharina Schmid, governess. From Gibraltar, a postcard was sent
4

Koch-Maeder, p. 23. The copy of the Certificate of Citizenship is from Frank
Morga n , Katharina's grandson , died 2014.
5
Discussion with Frau Marie Emmenegger-Schmid, cousin of Kath ari na , circa
1990 .
6
Koch-Maeder, letter of the Embassy of Switzerland in Washington.
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to her boyfriend Ernst Enzmann. On it
she noted: Palermo she liked better than
Naples. 6
April 2Yh, 1915: After a seventeen-day
voyage on the Canopic, they arrived in
Boston harbor. Host Dr. Kenney met
Katharina and took her to Worchester,
Massachusetts, where she stayed for two
years and five months to take care of the
family's children. The house on 9 Hight
Street was near the center of the city.
On her time off, she visited first Boston in one hour by bus. Also New York,
four hours, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
Washington, DC. 7 Based on a letter to
her parents on July 19 th , 1915, she often
received news about the war from a subscription to the local Entlebuch newspaper from back home. In a more detailed
letter to her boyfriend Ernst Enzmann of
April 51\ 1916, she showed a keen tourist
interest in distance, cost of living, buildings, offices, and how many employees a
company had. Two sentences in that letter
are of importance in a later time: "There
is no other reason I came to America other than Wanderlust. I always wanted to
see America. It was exactly this statement
which the FBI did not believe two years
later and which caused her such annoying
problems with the American authorities.

7
Most likely she travelled by bus. Katharina
had a fascination with cars, although there are no
hints that she actually sat behind a wheel.
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In the second sentence of this letter, she talks about slander campaigns
and honor: "As I can detect from your letter, you, Ernst Enzmann, were
also not protected from every kind of unpleasantness. Yes, the good
people are only happy when they can spread discord and unhappiness.
( ... ) Still, it is not the worst fruit that the wasps are attracted to. Regardless, it is the fear of those feasting wasps who are causing me to
marry in the United States, instead of returning home to Switzerland.

September 28 1h, 1917: The time as governess is now over. Katharina
started her trip to the "Golden" West. Enjoying Niagara Falls and on
to Chicago for a day. In Denver, Colorado, she she met up with a girl
friend from Switzerland, and stayed for six weeks.
October 2"ct, 1917: She received news concerning employment as a
sales lady in a bookstore. On what date she actually started her new job
is unknown. That job took her to the villages of Sterlins, Walsenburg,
and Trinidad, all in Colorado. There she was introduced to a Catholic
priest during a Sunday service in December 1917 . In May 2018, the
priest sent a friendly letter to her parents. It was one of the first calls for
help which reached Switzerland. Then, in the winter of 1917-1918, she
left Colorado, but not as planned, westward to California, but instead

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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southward . "Because the winter was hard on her, she often got sick,
and did not achieve her desired success in selling books." It probably
was early February 1918 when she arrived in El Paso , Texas. She spent
the first two weeks mostly in libraries, visiting historic places including the International Bridge in Mexico, as well as Fort Bliss (military
base) . Up until her arrest , she stayed at a YWCA (Young Women 's
Christian Association) .
At thi s place , her sad story began!
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February 22 nd , 1918: At the Jacinto Park in El Paso, Katharina
was standing at the Crocodile
Pond. Here she had a conversation with Corporal Frank L. Peterson which aroused suspicion .
More meetings followed. One
day the corporal handed over
a letter from Catharina to his
intelligence officer. (FBI). On
March 141h, she was arrested.

From the Arrest Until
She was Set Free by Bond
March 161h, 1918: On this Saturday at 16:30 began the arrest
procedure with statements from
Corporal Peterson, followed by
possible charges against the arrested person , cross-examination
of witnesses . On Monday, March
18 th , the court proceedings continued with a defendant, and statements from witnesses such as the
soldier Timothy O'Sullivan. Two
different newspapers reported on
this. The El Paso Times reported
in detail about both days of the

Original by Martha Lustenberger, Zurich.

hearing on Sunday and Tuesday. On Wednesday, the Spanish issue of The
El Paso Times reported sparingly on the hearing.
Basically, she was accused of being a German spy and collecting information to damage the USA in favor of the enemy. The issue
was whether her questions to Corporal Peterson were more of a general
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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nature or spy-related? Her commendable use of military vocabulary
made her more suspicious. Then her question as to whether the soldiers
would exercise with either blind or live ammunition, did not help either.
During the search of her room in conjunction with her arrest,
a so-called secret code was found, which according to the Justice Department was used in the Spanish Language. (The Spanish language
newspaper translated this differently.) The discovered code made the
arrest possible. Also, a witness' statement stating that Katharina wanted to send an application to France about an army telephone operator was suspicious. Based on these suspicions including the fact that
they thought her accent was more from a Bavarian German region than
Schwyzerdiltsch (Swiss German), causing the originality of her birth
certificate and passport to be questioned-even though she patiently
claimed to be Swiss. According to a newspaper report, the arrested
Katharina displayed surprising "self determination during the first hearing, di splaying the image of an unmistakable intellectual outrage."
Her appearance was also described as: "The accused was
dressed elegantly, in a brown street dress with cream colored collar
and fancy embellished buttons." She wore a black straw hat with a pink
ribbon around it, and fine stitched leather gloves. She also wore frameless eye glasses with a small gold chain around her neck. With her
small black laced dres s of the latest fashion she impatiently stepped on
the floor. She presented herself as an elegant attractive and intellectual
traveler. As an impatient and outraged person, she tried to interrupt
the witnesses corroborating Peterson's statements, at least seven times.
The bond was set at ten thousand dollars back then, or fifty thousand
Swiss francs, and in no way affordable for her.
March 22 nd , 1918: The first action of Loomis' defense from the Office of McKenzie and Loomis, was to send a telegram to the Embassy
of Switzerland in Washington, DC. It stated: "Catharina Schmid, born
on January 10 1h, 1889 in Schuepfheim, Lucern, Switzerland, landed on
April 15'\ aboard the ship Canopic in Boston, Massachusetts. Has a
Swiss passport. Theodor Schmid , Regierungsrat (Canton Senator) is
her uncle . Here, in El Paso , she was arrested by the FBI as a German
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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spy. We beg you to help her, and please send a telegram to her uncle.
Accompanying the telegram was a one-page letter explaining her situation in more detail.
March 25'\ 1918: A letter from the Swiss Consulate in Texas to the
Embassy of Switzerland in Washington stated that we have the news
about the above-stated letter by the attorney in this case and are checking into the situation in El Paso involving our compatriot. This was the
only action taken by the Swiss Consulate in Texas.
Then the letter of the local police chief was quoted. New is the
following sentence: "She admitted to a person that she is German."
Then the letter continued in German language, from which please take
notice of this case to the fact that the young lady should contact the
Embassy of Switzerland directly with her problem.
One thing is for sure: The Swiss Consul at that time did not
care to help this Swiss citizen. On the same day, March 25 th in fact,
Katharina herself wrote a letter to the Embassy. On this part, the Consul
guessed right! She listed point for point the knowledge she had about
her accusations. (The previous situation she did not know yet.) She
explained who her grandfather and great-grandfather were, in which
connection she made certain comments, that the so-called secret code
was a string, a present from a Greek , which she received in the evening school in Worcester, Massachusetts, in the presence of the teacher
Madame Deneschaus, who also received the same string.
Also, on March 2Yh, the defender sent a telegram and a detailed letter to her relative Canton Senator Theodor Schmid in Lucern.
Both did not arrive. Obviously the letter was held up at the FBI Office
(see below April 22 nd ). It took another two and a half months until her
uncle finally received any knowledge of her request for help .
March 27 1\ 1918: Based on an internal memorandum which was in
possession of the EDA (Foreign Office) in Bern, it was confirmed that
Katharina was sent to the regional county jail in El Paso , and that her
passport was sent to A.B. Bielaski , Chief of the FBI.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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April 6 1h, 1918: On this day, her passport expired, which never was
an issue, but confirms her intention that she planned to leave the USA
prior to that date.
April 16th, 1918: Cousin Marie, daughter of uncle Theodor Schmid,
wrote a postcard from the cantonal hospital in Lucern. Based on that,
we know that Canton Senator Schmid was operated on April 5th , and
the worst days were over for him. There was some hope for a recovery, but Maria would for the time being stay with her sick father in
the hospital. This card seems to confirm that her uncle was unaware
about the situation of his niece in America. The postcard arrived in the
United States on May 29 1h, 1918. When and how the imprisoned person
received the card is unknown. It remains a mystery.
April 22 nd , 1918: The accused had already spent 39 days in prison.
Only now, for the first time, was some information sent to Switzerland
regarding her plight. It was a telegram from Ambassador Sulzer to the
EDA in Bern. Katharina Schmid was arrested as a German spy, and
American officials would like to receive confirmation regarding her
passport. By request of the Ambassador, her court proceedings would
be delayed until confirmation of her Swiss citizenship from Bern. The
arrest was due to innocent carelessness on her part. Attempts were
made to inform her uncle Canton Senator Theodor Schmid. Concerning the reasons why the Embassy made no attempt for 39 days to find
a connection in Switzerland to help a Swiss person, the only reasonable conclusion was that she was left to rot in jail for whatever reason.
On the same day, April 22 nd , the Ambassador sent a telegram to the
defendant: We have arranged with Mr. Bielaski from the FBI, and he
has agreed to delay the court proceedings, and Theodor Schmid was
also informed of that decision by telegram. In fact, only the EDA was
informed to let Theodor Schmid know, but that never happened.
April 24 th , 1918: On this day, the court proceedings were tentatively
scheduled, but already on April 13 1h, the indictment was completed.
The charges were as follows: "The United States versus Katherina
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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Schmid. Accusation: Attempted to receive National Defense information, and with that information to hurt the United States , in favor of the
enemy." Now on April 24 th , Katharina received the official charges. Enclosed were a list of jurors and witnesses of the accused. In a nutshell ,
the charges state: A certain Katerina Schmid has unlawfully, willingly,
and knowingly attempted to gain access and break in to Fort Bliss, this
huge military base, in order to gain information about troop strength ,
equipment, kind of ammunition, quantity of rations, and details about
the supplies they receive. She posed those questions to Corporal Peterson and soldier Timothy O'Sullivan. She also tried to receive photographs.
The defense documents from the office of the McKenzie legal firm were also issued on the same day on April 24 th , 1918 . However, the introduction and the first two points were missing. Yet, the
defense was the same on every legal point: the indictment based on the
known charges could not be used; there was no sufficient proof, etc.
Neither was there any evidentiary support. The defense which Katharina Schmid later personally wrote was by far more inclusive. De facto
the lawsuit was actually done, a fact of which at that time neither the
prosecution nor the defense were aware. But the scary waiting period
for the defendant had just begun.
May 6th, 1918: A letter from the defense to the Embassy was much more
aggressive. Was the telegram to uncle Theodor actually sent to him?
The letter further claimed that the defendant was the victim of adverse
circumstances, and innocent of all the charges. It was a big pain to be
locked up so innocently. The food in prison was bad and unhealthy.
Nonetheless , the introduction of the letter sounded incompetent, as if
the Embassy was not yet informed about the case, and was wrong, because he was not the defendant, but rather the letter to the Embassy
from the defense that asked for the delay of the hearing until October.
This letter from the defense was the beginning of a small bombardment. On May 9 th , actually two letters and a telegram were sent to
the Embassy in Washington . The telegram of May 9 th probably arrived
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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at the same time as the letter sent on May 6 th • At the same time, it was
also an announcement of the arrival of the next letter, which was also
written on May 9'\ but arrived later.
That letter intensified the questioning about the defendant:
Katharina heard neither from the Embassy in Washington nor her uncle
in Switzerland. The belief was that the FBI held both the letter and the
telegram to her uncle. On the same day, May 9'\ 1918, Catharina wrote
a detailed defensive and imploring letter to the Embassy in Washington. She explained in the letter that it was now clear to her that she
had done a foolish thing . However, she maintained that she was only
visiting places at Fort Bliss which were not off limit. She was totally
powerless against the prejudice of the official investigation which insisted on describing her as a German spy. There was even a situation
where an officer who had cussed her out, said to her that he regretted
not being able to take the law into his own hands. If he could, he assured her, he would immediately hang her. The Swiss defendant was
clearly being much abused . For the first time , it was discovered that the
FBI had paid a questionable unreliable person at least fifty dollars in
order to persuade him to mi srepresent facts and to attest falsely that she
had admitted to being a German national. On May 15 1\ the Embassy
in Washington confirmed receiving mail. However, a confirmation in
regard to her passport did not arrive from Switzerland.
May 17 1\ 1918: A letter from Pastor Hugh in Trinidad , Colorado, to
Katharina 's parents stated that he had received a letter from Katharina, saying that she had not received any news from Switzerland . She
would definitely need certification (proof of citizenship) from Switzerland for the court proceedings in October. When that letter arrived in
Schuepfheim is unknown.
May 23'\ 1918: The first letter from Katharina to her parents regarding
her court case. That letter was only handed over to the post office two
weeks later. It took two more months until it arrived in Schuepfheim .
(See postage stamp.) In the meantime, on August 8th , local people were
becoming keenly aware of Katharina's story and of her plight in Amerhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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ica. Details about the case were not mentioned, even though in a letter
to her sister Liserl, Katharina listed everything in detail. That letter to
Liserl never arrived. In a letter to her parents, she wrote in raving terms
about the United States, despite her hopeless life. Surprisingly, she defended the American dream: the land of human rights, justice, and the
modern way of education.
June 6th , 1918: On this Thursday, her uncle Canton Senator Theodor
Schmid for the first time received the news in a letter from his niece
Katharina concerning her arrest. Other than expressing the warmest
sympathy for his niece, however, the dear sick uncle could not do
much. Obviously, some action was taken. On June 8th , a confirmation
by the City administrator Unternaehrer, confirming her Swiss citizenship , was issued , and on June 91\ Pastor Sigrist, of Schuepfheim, issued a certificate of good character to the EDA in Bern. The EDA never
informed her relatives about Katharina. On the contrary, her distraught
relatives confronted the EDA three months after her arrest, and six
weeks after the EDA had knowledge of it.
Katharina only found out about those efforts on August 13 th •
However, at this point the momentum shifted as can be seen from the
following earlier recordings, to work towards setting her bond. But
now something new arose; the daughter of Katharina 's sister Elisabeth
said in 2007: "Other important letters which my aunt wrote to her parents and Elisabeth 's mother were destroyed and not disclosed to relatives of the Schmid family. Reason: those people held important political positions at that time and did not want to jeopardize them."
June 81\ 1918: Another letter from Katharina to her sister Elisabeth.
That particular letter was opened and inspected by the military police
and took one month to reach Switzerland. "From my letter you realize
what kind of trouble I am in ... Even though the accusations against me
are bad, in the end I am still hopeful for justice , for the same reason
that America chooses to fight and not for the judgment of those who
are enraged and look for reasons to execute without exact knowledge
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of the crime. Unfortunately, there are some of those in this beautiful
America." The rest of the letter was a plea for money and to address
any issues on her behalf to the Embassy of Switzerland in Washington,
DC.
On the very same day, on June 8th, the defense contacted the
Embassy in a rather reproachful tone without anything new. The Embassy in turn responded on June 18 th , that they had contacted the EDA
three times, on April 22 11ct, May 11th, and on June 13 1h, via telegram.
"There is no doubt that all three telegrams have reached the Swiss government, and the delay happened for unknown reasons there , for which
I have no answer."
June 22 nd , 1918: Finally, finally, after two months of waiting and begging for the identity of the passport, the Embassy received a telegram
from the EDA, "confirming everything is in order with Catherina
Schmid Swiss citizenship documents. Warmest greetings from Canton
Senator Schmid. Fees for attorney and bond will be paid. How much is
the bond set for? Please cable." On the following day, the defense team
received that information via the Embassy of Switzerland. On June
24 th , the bond was reduced from ten thousand dollars to one thousand
five hundred dollars, and on June 26 th , the bond payment was initiated.
June 27'h, 1918. The time has arrived. Katharina was officially served
notice to stand trial on October l't, and then she was released from jail.
Even though one of her goals was finally achieved, the desperation
continued!

The Definitive Task of the Defendant
July 2 nd , 1918: The United States Secretary of State to the Embassy of
Switzerland: "The correspondence is dragging out badly. The Secretary of State would like to inform the Swiss representative of an urgent
message , that based on documents it seems that Katharina Schmid is
in possession of a Swiss passport , but real concerns remain concernhttps://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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ing her right to said Swiss passport, because it was stated that she told
Mrs . Potts that she was actually born in Germany, and because of the
circumstances of the war situation, she was hiding that fact, and was
insisting on her Swiss heritage, to protect herself from being erroneously perceived as a German national.
Based on that information , the Ambassador spoke to Mr.
Bielaski of the FBI by phone on July 8th , and the latter pointed out that
the content of that information was no longer current. On July 9 th , the
Ambassador of Switzerland to the United States wrote a letter to the
EDA, stating that the defendant at the very least had acted carelessly.
Furthermore, she had not given a good explanation for her travel to El
Paso. But it was regrettable that the desired response from the EDA
only arrived on June 21 st •
July 10 th , 1918: Katharina's letter to her parents: one letter after another I send to you to explain my unfortunate situation. It seems that
you are not receiving those letters since I don't hear from you, and you
probably think the same of me.
July 23 rd , 1918: Letter from the defense team to the Embassy of Switzerland. A request to the Embassy to advise concerning the cost sharing
of the court proceedings.
August 13 th , 1918: Katharina's letter to the Embassy:" I just received
a letter from my uncle Theodor," who on June 6 th for the first time received news of her bad situation. She further complains in said letter:
" As a Swiss citizen I feel I would have had the right to receive help
from your office, because letters and telegrams from your office would
have a better chance of arriving at the destination ... .If one of the many
letters I have written, would not have been received, I would still be
held back in jail and treated like a very bad criminal. The FBI officers
did everything in their power to twist the truth in order to prosecute
me, despite all the information they had available in my favour for
their consideration. They wanted to "nail" me, like one of them earlier
said, and had the intention to do so. My attorney and all others had
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no interest and heart in my case to do something positive in my favor.
They even mentioned the fact that the Swiss Embassy had no interest
to help, or even move their hands on her behalf, to seriously consider
her dilemma."
Then she desperately asked for financial help to pay the attorney and the witness. At the end of the letter she formulated her interest
in an office job at the Embassy in Washington .8 On the same day she
wrote a second letter about her frustration, disappointment, and doubts,
after she spoke with her attorney, whom she did not fully trust anymore. She once again begged desperately to find ways to raise money,
in order to alleviate her distress.
August 13 1\ 1918: Letter from the Embassy to the defense team. In
a word, it would be unwise for Miss Schmid to come to Washington .
Enclosed were also the recommendation and confirmation regarding
Katharina from Pastor Sigrist and the village manager Unternaeher
in Switzerland. On August 19 th , the defense thanked the Embassy for
those recommendations.
August 17 th , 1918: In Schuepfheim, Switzerland, State Senator Theodor
Schmid passed away after 60 years as a politician, but had been unable
to serve since January. Unaware of that development were Katharina
Schmid, in El Paso, the Embassy in Washington, or the EDA in Bern.
Katharina Schmid probably was made aware of this in June 1919, the
Embassy in Washington never, and the EDA in Bern at the earliest after
November 5 th , 1918.
September 3rd , 1918: Letter from Katharina to the Embassy. Angry that
she did not receive a response to her desperate call for help, she asked
the Embassy to pursue all channels to find a way to secure money for
her defense.
8 Koch-Maeder. lt is the answer of a letter from August 6, which is not listed in
the recorded material. The defense must have been already aware of Katharina's intention to pursue an office job at the Embassy. Otherwise , the dates of several letters would
not be correct.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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September 7 th , 1918: The Embassy in a letter questioned the high attorney fees. "I will not fail to inform the people in Switzerland who
are close to thi s case, as soon as I have an answer from you." On the
same day the Embassy reacted to Katharina 's angry letters, written in
August. She was highly surprised that her uncle only found out on
June 6 th about her arrest, and blamed again the EDA in the strongest
terms about the delay. Becau se: "It is very true that the Embassy never
mentioned his name since all the correspondence is shared with the
EDA." Finally, the slow, clumsy way of handlin g this matter and the
bad attitude of distrust have been well known for a long time; the Embassy does not believe the defendant; the letters of support did not
include any letter from her uncl e Theodor Schmid . She herself, based
on a letter from the Secretary of State in Switzerland of July 2"\ told
Mrs. Potts that she was born in Germany. And when she told them how
much money she needed to support herself, a tel egram would be sent to
Switzerland to be sure that her relatives would confirm that they would
indeed come up with that sum.
September 13 th • Telegram: The defense asked the Embassy if they
would support her during the court proceedin gs in October.
September 13 th : A letter from Katharina to the Embassy. "Tonight , I
just received your letter of September 7 th • I do not believe that you have
much interest in my case. Even though I wrote you already on August
9 th , only now do I rece ive your response. I also begged you to inform
my parents so that they could financially support me. I can see from
your letter, th at was not done either. Now, my Court proceedings are
set for October 7 1h, and yet nothing has been done so far. My attorneys
will not represent me unless they receive money in advance. Mr. W.R .
Smith , Attorney General of the West Texas region, told me that I do
need an attorney. He will be my Judge ; the FBI mi ght do anything, and
it will not be in my favor, he assures me!
Several times my attorney has told me that thi s case could
easily be resolved by your office at the Embassy in Washington . And
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I begged you, and hoped that you would do just that. I regret that unfortunately nothing was done. You also wrote that the State Department informed you that I personally told Mrs. Potts that I was born in
Germany. That is absolutely not true. I told her that they (FBI) have
the suspicion that I am German, and that I am not. I am Swiss. That is
all I told her. I remember Mrs. Potts very well. When I was in prison,
she was there also, and then she left. After two or three days, she came
back and told the fellow prisoners that the reason that she came back is
because she wanted to observe me, and that she wished to tempt me to
make a statement, that I am a German national, and born in Germany,
and that US Commissioner Kelly would pay her fifty dollars for that
dubious service.
For that reason I collected and kept several addresses of prisoners. They would be willing to testify and confirm that Mrs. Potts
made those statements in their presence. One of the attorneys of Loomis talked to her one time without her knowing who she spoke with.
She spoke real bad about me , as though I were the worst human being
on earth. I would be surprised if the State Department would use her
as a witness, considering her low unstable character. I was told that in
1908 she owned ten to twelve houses in Dallas and Fort Worth under
the name Frau Jones, with a bad reputation. In addition to that, every
day she would take approximately thirty grams of morphine. The female prison warden is aware of that fact. Not long ago Mrs. Potts was
back in prison for swindling activities.
With her low moral standards, she would say anything possible
to get money. With my exhaustion and the other aspects of the whole
ordeal, I am close to losing my mind. And yet it goes on and on. If not
for me personally as a Swiss citizen, please still concern yourself to
help a human being in a peculiar situation the best way possible. But
my hope is fading if I consider my past experience, and the nature of
your action in the past on my behalf."
That particular letter obviously made an impression and
prompted an internal memorandum in the Embassy. A small typed letter was subsequently issued-point by point, with the order: "Please
take care of this in the best possible fastest way."
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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A memorandum on September 14th prompted a telegram text to
the defense team. On September 20th, the agreed sum of five hundred
dollars was sent to the attorney's office, and one hundred dollars to
the defendant for living expenses. At the same time, Katharina was
informed of this transaction. On September 26th, the EDA requested the
transfer from the Swiss National Bank. On September 28 th , Katharina
thanked the Embassy for the money which she had received.
October
the start
October
research

7th, 19 I 8: More than three months ago, this date was set as

of her trial in court. (Actually it had previously been set for
1'1.) Those terms have passed, without a reason found in the
material.

November 1st , 1918: A letter from Katharina to her sister Elisabeth .
The letter is postmarked: El Paso, November 4 th , and Schuepfheim ,
December 3 rd • After complaining about the Embassy's lack of help, she
wrote at that time: "Most likely there will never be a trial, because my
innocence became clear to the prosecution, and most likely will be delayed until the next spring session, and then the case will just be dismissed. This is how much I know at the present time. Despite all those
people who have made my life like hell for a long time , on the flip side I
have made many new friends, even the Chief Prosecutor of West Texas,
and others. Now enough of this! It is over now, after all. In wartime,
bad things happen , which would otherwise never happen in peacetime."
In addition, she writes: she would only come home after the
war if nothing would be known about her situation, because I am embarrassed about it , and I like it here in the United States. She received
mail from the family Hurin-Enzman of Sarnen. After taking a job in a
cafe, she is now with a family working for a decent salary, and receives
good friendly treatment, but does not like the work. She asked us to inform the Entlebucher Anzeiger (local newspaper) concerning her new
addresss, and to send greetings to Nationalrat (Senator) Balmer, who
obviously helped her behind the scenes.
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November 5 th , 1918: Letter from the EDA to Herrn Regierungsrat
Theodor Schmid in Schuepfheim. There is no greater curiosity in this
whole document (Seperatdruck) than this letter, a perfect documentation of the laughable laziness and inactions in this section of the EDA:
a) the six hundred dollars which were paid on September 20 th to the
defense, were only now six weeks later requested; b) "we inform you
that the trial of (Fri.) Miss Schmid will be set shortly after October 7 th ,
and will not fail to inform you promptly of developments during the
trial;" and c) At that time the receiver of this letter had already been
dead for some ten weeks.
November 11 th , 1918: The End of World War One
December 10th, 1918: The Prosecution officially dropped all charges.

The End of the Story
This story is characterized by the slow and confusing communication of shame, respect, and silence. Whether or not the FBI was
also to blame for the disappearance of the many letters, is not known.
December 20th, 1918: A letter from the defense to the Embassy of
Switzerland in Washington. The defense informed the Embassy in said
letter that the charges have been dropped, and asked the Embassy to
phone her uncle in Switzerland concerning this development. For the
first time the question of financial restitution was raised. This letter
crossed the letter from the Embassy to Katharina and to the defense:
Despite the agreement of September 14th and September 20th, nothing
was communicated regarding the trial. The confirmation of those letters crossed each other on December 31 st •
January 3rd , 1919: Letter from Katharina to her sister Elisabeth: She
thanked her sister for the letter of December 1st , which she had just
received, and for the first time mentioned the dismissal of the trial (Occasionally, she also was not in a hurry to mention certain information).
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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She expressed her surprise that her relatives had paid two thousand
one hundred dollars , or ten thousand five hundred dollars , on her behalf. (Obviously, for whatever reason, she did mention the amount of
the bond.) Then brief remarks followed about the weather, friendships
which she had established in Texas, and about the fact that she would
not return to Switzerland in any case. The letter ended with New Year's
wishes to all. Shortly thereafter, on January gt1,, she sent a letter to the
Embassy. Katharina pointed out with pleasure that Colonel Willard,
who was leading the charges against her, had been dishonorably discharged from the Army. In her mind , this fact invalidated the charges.
Then she asked about the whereabouts of all the money from Switzerland. And finally, she formulated the reasons for her desire for restitution and her expectations in regard to restitution. Then there was a long
gap in the documents until May 6 th • Some of the gaps are explained in
the following letters. Still , the fact is that some letters from the United
States and Switzerland did not reach the intended receiver.
February 81\ 1919: A significant date. Katharina marries Eddie Morgan. One should observe in which fashion and when the relatives were
informed about this marriage.
May 6 th , 1919: Katharina , in a letter to her sister Elisabeth: "My dearest
Liseli ! Maybe you think that I stopped writing to you si nce I was silent
for such a long time, but you were also silent towards me . For months
I did not hear from you. Hopefully, my own silence did not cause any
worries to anyone, since life in America is good to me, and I have now
been free since last year.
I also survived the flue relatively well, except for ongoing
stomach pain. Here in El Paso we have had a severe heat wave since
April so that the gardens need to be watered morning and night in order
to prevent the plants from dying . Snow is almost non-exi stent , not to
mention the absence of winter weather. And, if it does get cold sometimes, the golden sunshine prevail s again and again. But we have to
deal with sandstorms, an unwelcome guest! If that happen s, we have to
close all the windows and doors. Even then everything is full of sand
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and dust. Terrible, those sandstorms, roofs are pulled off houses, small
houses are destroyed and even blown far away. The air is full of sand,
paper, wood, and all kinds of debris. To be outside at such times is impossible and dangerous.
Trees, bushes, and birds are almost non existent because of
the dry and hot climate in the summer. Wherever there is vegetation,
it constantly needs to be watered. Meadows and fields are irrigated by
man-made canals. Indeed, there are small hills around here. Only wild
bushes and cactus growing, and quite a lot of rattle snakes and other
poisonous snakes, as well as large lizards and spiders which can be
fatal if one is bitten. Also , a variety of large dangerous insects larger
when compared with those found in the eastern part of this country,
and in no way comparable with those in Europe. Mosquitos and flies
are also plentiful and sometimes cause sickness such as malaria and
yellow fever. The only thing which makes living here pleasant are the
cool nights. Even though it gets very hot during the day, as soon as the
sun sets, it cools off and the night can get cold.
In addition, El Paso is a vibrant business hub, and well positioned
to do business with Mexico. Only the Rio Grande River separates El Paso
from the Mexican City Juarez . One can walk across the bridge from El
Paso and have access to the major rail network across Mexico. Also,
many people go to El Paso to be cured of tuberculosis and other related
lung diseases. There are a lot of sanatoriums in this city. Hard and difficult
manual labor is mostly performed by Mexicans, because they work for
less money, and such work is below the dignity of many Americans.
Now, I have some unexpected news for you. At first , I actually
thought about never telling anyone. But here goes. I have been married since February 81h • I got married here in El Paso, and so far my
husband and I are doing well. However, my husband is not rich. He is
a decent man and an efficient hard-working Catholic. He is not one to
chase other women, as thousands and thousands of Americans do, and
he is a sergeant in the Army. For the past three years he has had a very
responsible position in a government supply center. We live in a cozy
little house very near Fort Bliss. There he works as a supervisor where
the storage facilities are located.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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So , my dear Lis-chen , most likely I am not coming home this
summer, and I do not know yet when I shall get home. I would have
come home to get married in my beloved Switzerland, had I not had to
deal with the unexpected bad situation last year.
But, you know, even though I was innocent of everything of
which I was accused, I suffered a lot in many ways. Should in your
neighborhood people over there find out about my past, how happy
some of them might be about my misfortune, and they might even add
more to that story to make it sound worse. That would be unbearable
for me and our relatives in Switzerland. There are envious people everywhere who take pleasure spreading the news of my past dilemma .
For that reason, I thought that it would be better for me and you if I
would stay away from home for a longer period of time, until all this
dies down.
Fortunately, you have everything for your daily well-being.
Life has gone on without me at home for a long time, and it will continue to do so. Sure , I would have loved to come home for a visit. You
are very dear and precious to me, and yet you are so far away. Nonetheless, after thinking about if for a long time, I came to the conclusion
to stay put here in Texas. I beg you dear Lieserl for the time being not
to tell anyone. I think it is best that way. The Hurin-Enzmann family wrote to me often and invited me to visit them as soon as I would
come home for a visit. But what would I do if they were to find out,
and then distance themselves from me. I decided that it would be better
to avoid all that unpleasantness and just stay far away from home. In
time, everything will wilt just like grass. And now, dear Lieser!, write
to me soon with lots of news about how things are going. Greetings
to my beautiful fatherland, very special greetings to both my father
and mother, Miggi(Maria) and Ernst, your dear husband Toni , and of
course you, my dearest sister, Cathy.
P.B. My address is now: 3507 Memphis Street, El Paso , Texas,
United States, and my name is now Mrs. Morgan, but please use my
maiden name for now.
My dearest Lieser! , I had just finished this letter when I received yours from March 4 111• Thank you for that! Too bad I did not
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know all this three months ago. Then I would not have married, instead
I would have come back home . However, things are just the way they
are, and there is no use in crying over spilled milk. And I have found a
good husband here in El Paso. Moreover, I would not have wanted to
burden you back home. Soon I will also write to Regierungsrat (Canton Senator) Rats, and please don ' t tell anyone that I am married for
now except Toni Lustenberger, husband of Liserl, and my father. Most
sincere greetings from your Cathy."
Commentary: For once, in this particular case, we have been
able to reproduce a detailed letter in its entirety. Many things come to
light: her writing, at the spur of the moment, with questions, prompted
by missing letters she did not receive, Katharina's urge for news, her
loneliness, her shame despite her positive demeanor, the delay of vital
information, likely an expression of her ambivalent general feelings.
The point in mentioning the family Hurin-Enzmann is of importance.
As already hinted , she would have loved to marry Josef Hurin back
home in Switzerland. But to come back home and see how he would
have reacted negatively and distanced himself from her upon learning
about her alleged spy involvement, would have been too much for her
to bear; it was better to distance herself from all this and remain in
America until the affair had blown over.
The other point is with Senator Rats . That phrasing had to do
with the family: her cousin and her cousin's mother. Now, on May 6 1\
1919, she was informed in a letter that her uncle in Switzerland had
passed away on March Y", 1919. That would have been one less reason
to marry in America; his political image could not be damaged any
more . With the following three points , the official story ends.
May 141\ 1919: The question of restitution is only now answered due
to the missing letter, negatively, because now Frau Morgen is an American citizen married to an American.
May 13 th , 1919: Already the day before, the Embassy had sent a letter
to the EDA in Bern , informing them that her case was officially closed.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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The last communication also included an expense list. The EDA need
some time for this. On July 18 th , 1919, Katharina sent a list of all her
expenses to Herrn Nationalrat Balmer (Federal Senator) Schuepfheim
Lucerne. The following is a list:

Expenses in Washington:
Retainer to Mr. Kenzie & Loomis
Cash Advance to Katharina Schmid
Deposit fees for $1500 .00
Telegram, Letters
Miscellaneous Expenses
Less transaction of the National Bank
Balance of $97 exchange rate $5 .60

$500.00
$100.00
$ 30.00
$ 41.47
$ 25.53
$697.00
$600.00
FR 543.20

Expenses in Bern
Telegram communication Washington-Bern
Expenses of the Treasury
Postage and Fees of the EDA
Interest Loss of the Bail Money

Total Expenses

FR
FR
FR
FR

760.80
125.00
130.00
375.00

FR 1934.00

With that letter to Senator Balmer the official documentation is
closed. The following letter, the strange letter of November 5th , 1919, is
the only one found in the research of the EDA, to be sent to anyone in
Schuepfheim. When the address of the deceased Regierungsrat Schmid
ceased to be valid, Senator Josef Anton Balmer stepped in as messenger
and became involved in Katharina's case. At that time he took over/inherited Schmid's mandate in the National Chamber in Bern. Years later
Hedy Enzmann, the daughter of Ernst Enzmann now deceased, was in
possession of those two letters and released them to us. These two letters are proof that Ernst Enzmann was actively, materially, and organizationally involved in helping Katharina during her dilemma with the
authorities in El Paso. Based on the handwritten notes at the end of the
expense report, it is believed that they were from him. "21/9/19 = SFR.
3060". Possibly on November 21 '\ 1919, he advanced and paid the Fr.
3060, in other words six hundred dollars at the exchange rate of 5 to 1.
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Ernest Enzmann and his wife Maria Schmid.
Original by Hedy Enzmann, Luzern, deceased .

September 11 •h, 1919. Letter from Katharina to her sister Elisabeth in
Switzerland. For the last time in a personal letter we find out where
she stayed in America and additional facts about her stay in the United
States.
Here is the beginning of this letter: "Only a few days ago, I
received your dear letter of July 29•1i, and I am astonished that you
mention the letter of May 6 1h. Because , my dear Liserl, I have written
to you many times since then. You say that you feel hurt that I did not
write about my friendship and marriage, but my dearest, I definitely
wrote you, and made everything clear to you and asked you to write
me back A.S.A.P, but I never, never received any sign of life from
you, nothing at all. In those (strangely lost) letters, I also asked you
if my arrest in El Paso was known back home in Switzerland. Be assured that I was innocent of the charges. However, I am sure that you
can understand my anxiety concerning the knowledge of this arrest,
who might have found out about the arrest and what they might be
thinking. Naturally, I am trying to keep this disagreeable matter as
confidential as possible.
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Repeatedly, I sent you letters and asked you to give me an accurate account of the reactions back home in Switzerland among my
family and neighbors. Had I known then for sure that nothing was
known about this horrid arrest back home in Switzerland, I assure you
that I never would have married under any circumstances in the United
States . Never. Instead, I would have come back home. I prayed and
hoped for a response, but never, never did I receive an answer, until I
was totally distraught and thought that nobody in Switzerland would
ever write to me again .
Only two weeks after my wedding, when it was too late for
anything to change, a letter finally arrived from you. Now, my dear Li serl, do not think that I am blaming you, because just like me we could
do nothing if the letters got lost, but I want you to know that I would
not have taken the serious step of marriage without letting somebody
know."
Continuing in the letter she writes that, in her new American
husband , Eddie Morgen, she has found a very good and attentive man.
With that letter the private documentation in this affair definitively
concludes. Of course, there do exist more letters. However, these later
letters are standard letters normally sent by immigrants to loved ones
at home in Europe, they do not contain detail s about the events in the
life of Katharina Schmid in El Paso .
*

*

*

*

At this point in this article, perhaps a few more points about
Katharina's life would be in order to help the reader to understand her
situation in the United States. On November 13 1\ 1919 , her first child
was born (a legitimate birth). In 1921 , she traveled back to Switzerland
for the first and only time. Nothing noteworthy is known about this
particular transatlantic visit. Her fourth and last child was born with
cerebral pal sy, and limited Katarina 's active ambitions and her travels,
given that she naturally had to stay at home and help her sick child.
Katharina never realized her original goal to settle on the east
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coast of the United States. This goal never materialized. At the time
that this research ended-four generations later-thirty-five descendants had been born to her and her husband.
Through all her tribulations, Katharina maintained an active religious life. All the baptism certificates for her children were included
in the documentation, proving that her household was a church-going
family. Obviously, her strong Christian beliefs helped and consoled
her, in her sometimes difficult journey. According to statements by her
children and grandchildren, she was secretive about her life prior to her
marriage. She never spoke about her arrest and ensuing harrowing experience in El Paso. Even though she spoke several languages, she only
spoke English in her later years . Only the letters she wrote back home
in Texas to Switzerland were written in German. Her last known letter
was written in 1979 to Hedy Enzmann, daughter of Ernst Enzmann. At
that time Kathy was 90 years old, and had just suffered a heart attack.
It was evident in the last few years of her life , she suffered from loneliness and pain. Due to a disease, one of her legs had to be amputated.
At the age of 94, she passed away, and she rests in the cemetery of Fort
Bliss, Texas, the place of her misfortune in 1918. There, in El Paso, this
curious and open-minded woman began a withdrawn life as an Americanized wife and mother. There, her life took an irreversible turn, and
like so many immigrants before her, she would spend the remainder of
her life in America, raising an American family.

The Evaluation of Assistance
on a Political Level: The Consular Protection
Those who would investigate Katharina Schmid today would
realize that she had a higher than average curiosity during a dangerous
time, in a risky place, without realizing the danger to which she was
exposing herself. At that time near the bridge to Mexico, in a politically charged environment, a nervous corporal acted and the intelligence
office of the FBI stepped in, is by itself not surprising. In addition, at
that time there were questionable characters at work. The motivational
element and reason for her arrest were her questions about soldiers '
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol55/iss1/3
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lodging and food rations. This situation sounds ridiculous when compared to the Swiss Fichen scandal or secret files scandal that shook
public opinion in Switzerland in 1989. That year, it was revealed that
the Swiss federal authorities, as well as the cantonal police forces , had
put in place a system of mass surveillance of 900,000 files of Eastern
European nationals, Swiss citizens , organizations, firms and various
political groups, mostly on the left.
The reason the FBI withheld letters and telegrams in the Schmid
case in 1918 was probably necessary, but in a gray zone of legitimacy
for such an institution. Moreover, it is not surprising that the defense,
Kenzie and Loomis, sometimes was unsure how to act due to the lack
of interest at the Embassy of Switzerland in Washington concerning
this Schmid case in Texas.
*

*

*

*

This section of this article is focused on the Swiss Consulate in
Texas, the Embassy in Washington, and the EDA in Bern. The Consulate in Texas read about the spy case in the local newspaper, asked the
local authorities about it, believed them and warned the Embassy about
that " young lady." So it was!
Would a man have been taken more seriously? Actually, it was
believed that it should be a Consulate's foremost important mission to
support and to help its citizens in trouble. That absolutely did not happen in any way in this case. Fundamentally, the mission of a Consulate
is to take care of its citizens; the Embassy is , after all , representing the
interests of the government. It could have been that the Embassy did
not fully care about an individual person, in favor of national interests.
In addition to this case, the Embassy in Washington was charged with
representing and facilitating the German government's interests in the
United States during the First World War. A tradition of good will by
the Swiss government existed with regard to representing the German
government at this time. Because of that , the arrest of Katharina accused of spying for the Germans was obviously a touchy situation for
the Embassy.
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Nonetheless, ever since the telegram from the defense written on March 22 nd , 1918 , the Embassy knew about the desperate
plea to help to establish contact with the Swiss politician Theodor
Schmid. However, only on April 22 nd was there compliance with
that call for help. No direct telegram was sent to the Embassy, but
instead was se nt to the EDA in Bern, with the request to inform Theodor Schmid, which never happened. Only official contacts/channels were used. Furthermore, if it would not have been for the FBI
insisting on proof of her passport, that telegram would never have
been sent from the Embassy. There was mistrust towards the defendant for over four months, and bureaucratic red tape, instead of
using normal channels, and no signs of empathy were demonstrated
towards her.
Was it really better on September 14 th ? On that day finally
something moved. The reason was to contact her relatives in Switzerland in regards to see who would step forward and pay the court costs
and attorney fees. After many long discouraging weeks for the defendant, she and the attorney bombarded the Embassy with daily letters
and telegrams, until finally so mething truly happened. A popular psychologist would say that the Ambassador preferred to do something
instead of the continual pestering. What was the mood at the EDA in
Bern? On April 22 11 \ 1918: the EDA instructed the Swiss Embassy in
Washington to take care of two tasks: a) an official request to confirm
the legitimacy of the issue of her passport, the respon se was received
only two months later, on June 21 '1, after the Embassy sent a second
and third telegram on May 11th , and on June 11, about the same request; and b) private request to inform her uncle Theodor Schmid;
most certainly this did not happen until June 6th, if it happened at all,
then only after the second warning of June 11 th • Thi s is how lack-luster
the efforts were, to help a Swiss national in trouble. In this context the
above illustration points one more time to the curious letter of November 5 th , 1919 , from the EDA.
Included in this documentation of Ruth Koch-Maeder is a report in the June 2010 Beobachter (a Swiss satirical magazine). Under
the headlines , " the lost son," this case was documented in 2005. The
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Regierungsrat Theodor
Schmid. The Uncle , who
could not help anymore!
Original by Friedrich Schmid ,
Einsiedeln.

parents of a Swiss citizen killed in Chile did not get stonewalled with
the Chilean government officials in their effort to find the truth, but
instead ran afoul of the Consulate of Switzerland and the EDA. What
would be different today? In a time of cell phones, an accused Katharina Schmid would have had the opportunity to mobilize her relatives.
This would have totally changed this story. In addition , today the laws
for Swiss nationals abroad are much more regulated.
Under title 3, "consular protection ," the following is listed under section 46, "forfeiture of freedom." If a Swiss consular post finds
out about a Swiss national who is arrested in a foreign country, Swiss
officials are to contact the local authorities about the reason for the arrest, and about the alleged actions of the accused which dictated the arrest. The consular post will thereupon make an effort to, a) make contact
with the affected person, or arrange for a visit, if that person requests
a contact; and b) confirm the right for decent, respectful humane conditions in prison, appropriate defense representation and court procedures , and the right for a fair trial."
In any case, that does not mean a lot, if we read article 43,
"limitations of consular protection." There is no legal right for consular protection. The government can limit or refuse assistance, when
a) danger exists, if there is a concern regarding interference in a foreign
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government, and when such assistance would put the Swiss government at a disadvantage ..... , and b) if the person in question ignores the
advice of the government, or behaves in a careless, negligent manner ...
Exceptions are cases when the body and life of the affected person
are in danger. In summary, those conditions are listed on a website.
For example, the Swiss support Swiss" is an assistance organization in
Thailand for Swiss in trouble. Based on such restrictive formulations
of consular protection, who knows if Katharina Schmid would have
been better off today.

The Silence in the Family
As soon as Katharina's family knew about her trouble, they
helped, as far as we know according to documents. Uncle Theodor, the
early hope of Katharina, could not do it himself. He could only write a
letter here and there, relate his warmest recommendation and officially
vouch for his name. He was close to dead, and deceased after weeks of
increasing pain on August 17 th , 1917.
Who took charge of the issue at hand after his death? Surely
the father paid handsomely. He was known as a quiet man, was at that
time seventy years old and passed away in 1921. It probably was not
he who organized to help Katharina. Most likely it was Ernst Enzmann,
Katharina's former boyfriend, who was made aware of the situation by
his daughter Hedy, together with his other brother-in-law, Anton Lustenberger. They had to make contact with the local Catholic priest and
the Gemeineschreiber (town administrator), also establish connections
with the EDA, and later after the passing of Theodor Schmid, look for a
well known prominent official who could serve as the new connection
with Katherina, who would turn out to be Nationalrat, National Senator Balmer. They coordinated contacts with relatives on how to deal
with Katharina's troubling story. At that time, family members entered
a silent agreement for secrecy regarding this case. This point of view
was held in the family for generations.
Pfarrer (Priest) Sigrist, town administrator Unternaeher, and
National Senator Balmer remained silent as well. The father may have
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told his brother-in-law Anton Partmann , of Hasenbach, Escholtsmatt ,
at some point. In this case as well, only the fact of the arrest is remembered. The sisters most likely told some of their children about Katharina's troubles under the promise of total secrecy, and the children of
Theodor Schmid remained silent as well.
Here is an explanation offered by Martha Lustenberger (mentioned above): Several Schmid relatives held political positions at that
time, which they did not want to jeopardize. In today 's life, this kind
of behavior would be hard to understand. Two months after everyone
swore to silence, Theodor Schmid passed away and his position was irrelevant to this case, or only what was written in the obituary. The official person left to take any action in the matter of Kathrina Schmid was
then another uncle for Katharina, district judge and church elder, Josef Schmid-Schumacher, Oeschtor, Hasle LU. It must have been more
of shame and embarrassment, and the thought of people's pleasure at
someone's misfortune.
That motive was well illustrated in Katharina's letters. Yet,
why was the passing of her uncle, cantonal cabinet minister, kept in
secrecy, at least for a half a year? For that no explanation was found.
But there are reasons for the concealment tactics in the Schmid family. It caused reasons for malicious joy and envy. In the one hundred years prior to Katharina's troubles, several of this family's clans
(Acherguetler) were politically active in positions such as justice of
the peace, borough court, district judge, president of town council ,
orphanage administrator, and cantonal parliament. Most of them were
dutiful, moderate, thrifty, religious and working towards the common
well-being of the Swiss communities. In any case they were Roman
Catholic conservatives.
In one generation, three brothers were elected to the cantonal
parliament, and in the next generation, two more. They were respected
and in a position to speak their mind: cause for envy in the community.
There were two instances , which offered envious pleasure at someone's misfortune. The first case involved Anton Schmid, president of
the town council , Katharina 's great-great-uncle. At one point he started
to drink, but his alcoholism was ignored because of his stronghold over
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the community and his fundamental attitude against the radicals. Thus
he was left in power despite several attempts to remove him from office
by the cantonal Parliament.
This usually decent-minded man was out of control. During
the Sonderbund War, when federal troops were in charge of the district, it was discovered that money was missing from the treasury,
and Anton Schmid was convicted and sent to prison for eight years. It
seems as though his case was very soon forgotten outside his family.
In any event, his son again was elected to the presidency of the town
council. It was different for this Melchior Schmid, Katharina's greatuncle. After acting carelessly in private matters, and then involved
in punishable business activities, and entanglement in foreign legion
activities, he avoided arrest by escaping to Argentina. There he started
a wonderful family, his second family , in fact! However, he died at the
age of 50, withering away, bothered by his conscience of his past back
home.
His behavior remained in the popular memory, and has come to
be described with the motto : bragging comes prior to the fall. Katharina was aware of Melchior Schmid 's story, receiving postcard greetings
from the family in Argentina. His brother Anton Schmid , circuit court
judge , grandfather of Katharina, was the most generous man imaginable. Still, he later became a member of the cantonal parliament, but
never a member of the town council.
Additional reasons for the silence in the matter of Katharina
Schmid were also of just a purely cultural nature. In the nineteenth century, families were very close and focused on the family group, rather
than outsiders. There was also a strong conception of family honor
which continued even into the twentieth century. The grandfather of
the author, of this "Seperatdruck", and a cousin of Katharina, was a
typical representative of this habit of concealing the truth. On a family
tree poster, he, for example, made a marginal note about the abovementioned Anton, who served eight years in prison , as well as two
other persons. There one sees the following sentence in stenography:
"Those facts are withheld from future generations."
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Grave marker for Katharina in the cemetery of Fort Bliss.

Sources:
Koch-Maeder, Ruth: Katharina Schmid, erroneously accused of being
a German Spy. Excerpts from her biography 1915-1919. This quoted
transcript is in possession of the author. In those documents are copies
of documentations of the following sources
Letters to Frau Elisabeth Lustenberger-Schmid and to the Parents.
Originals are in possession of Martha Lustenberger, Zurich.
Letters of the EDA to the cantonal cabinet minister Theodor Schmid
and national council Balmer. Originals in possession of Hedy Enzmann, Lucerne. (Decsed).
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Documents of the Embassy of Switzerland in Washington, DC , and
of the EDA in Bern . Collectively housed in the individual dossier of
Katharina Schmid in the Swiss Federal Archives, Archivesstrasse 24,
3005 Bern . Of the 100 documentations, 65 of them are photocopies . As
signature recognizable are the dossier number V, 7 and dossier number
V, 32. The compilation of the individual documents folder was number
from 1 to 100.
Court Documents in the United States: United States versus Catharina
Schmid, 1918
Court Document Number 2360 , original at the United States District
Court, Western Di strict of Texas, 219 United States Courthouse, El
Paso, Texas
Citizenship Certificate of Katharina Schmid, 1905. Original in possession of Frank Morgan, New Mexico (Deceased)
Postcards and letters to Ernest Enzmann. Originals in possession ob
Hedy Enzmann, Lucern (deceased)
Newspaper reports of The El Paso Times (English and Spanish). Originals at the El Paso Public Library, Texas.
The genealogical facts are all from the personal collection of the author. The internet supporting record s are located in the footnotes.
Friedrich Schmid, born 1951 in Schuepfheim. Studied Germanic and
Swiss history, German language teacher at the Stiftschule , (Monasterie
Gymnasium) in Einsideln, now retired. Local historical publications.
Since 2008 , chairman of the Central Switzerland Society for family
genealogial studies. 9
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Thi s article was first published in German in the Yearbook 20 17 of Th e Swiss

Society for Genealogical Studies .
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